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About This Game

Sadistic robots have enslaved orcas at SeaLand Marine Park. The evil Sheep Puncher robot has kidnapped sheep for the twisted
wool industry. Only the Kitten Squad is up to the task of saving these gentle animals. Players must guide the Kitten Squad,

armed with weaponry ranging from carrot rocket launchers to yarn ball guns, on missions to defeat the evil robots and free the
animals in this action game brought to you by PETA.
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Like a few of the other reviewers have said, this is the first time I've purchased an addon at full price. Well worth it: the amount
of detail here is extreme, and all of the west suburban downtowns are lovingly crafted, especially Naperville and Downers
Grove.

If you're familiar with the BNSF\/Metra, this is a must-have. Period.. no trading cards. Cool stuff... The things behind the scene!
Niceeee!!!. I gotta say, I'm dissapointed. It's my own fault really, but I'm dissapointed. Looking at the screenshots, the game
looks fairly good. Heck, it looks fantastic. I miss when games had such nice colours in them, and such visually enjoyable
environments. Nowerdays, everything seems so dull in an effort to be more realistic. Watching the trailer and seeing that you
could pick up coins and stuff made it seem like this game would take some classic elements of videogames and that it could be a
lot of fun. Sadly, even though I've only played through one full mission, I'm not seeing it.

A bunch of people are probably already going to hit the thumbs down button on this review because it's negative, and they are
fans of Avenged Sevenfold or something and can't accept the fact that they could be accociated with a bad product, but I am a
fan of them as well. I'm not a hardcore fan of pretty much anything, but I enjoy their music, at least some of it. But you need to
understand, I don't want to give this game a bad review, it's clear that effort went into this, as for how much though... I'm not
sure.

The biggest problem, like it is most of the time, is just the gameplay. It's... well... there's nothing to it. Nothing to it at all. Do
you like clicking the mouse button? Does that one thing alone make a game fun to you? Then I guess you might like this. But
that's really all there is. There's no complex mechanics here for fighting. It's literally just pressing the left mouse button to swing
your sword over and over, or the right mouse button to fire a quick magic spell. You can't even aim in this game, your mouse is
used for clicking the buttons, and pressing "next" on the text boxes in the game. You do not, you CANNOT, actually aim with it.
The mouse cursor is on the screen at all times as well, but that's not a big deal really.

What is a big deal, is the fact that to actually hit an enemy, you need to walk towards it first.

This doesn't sound that bad, but when the only possible way to dodge attacks is to walk AWAY from enemies, this makes it
practically impossible to avoid damage a lot of the time, unless you play the game as though you were a manual balloon pump,
taking a single swing, moving backwards, and then moving in again to take another single swing, for however long it takes to kill
a single enemy, which judging by the enemies in the first level, is about 5 seconds per enemy. With quite a decent number of
enemies, combat becomes very boring, very quickly. If it was fun to kill enemies, this wouldn't be a problem. But it's not fun.
There's hardly any feedback to your blows, and it just doesn't feel good smacking things around with your sword.

Why is it like this? Why is this game so utterly mind numbingly simple? Well, probably because this is a mobile port.

Yeah, a mobile port. Hopefully this made some of you turn away already, because you know how badly this usually ends up.
Mobile ports of games don't really change the gameplay, and since they were made for mobile devices, they are generally VERY
simplistic in terms of gameplay. Oh, and it used to have microtransactions, though those are not in here any more. Take that as
you will.

So, what exactly does this game offer? It has fantastic visuals, that I can't deny, it has pretty good music from what I can tell,
though not all of it really sounds like what Avenged Sevenfold would make. And the voice acting is... non existant. Punishment
for death is pretty much non existant as well, as every time you die, you just respawn at a frequent checkpoint with no
consequence. Seriously, not even more effort, as enemies do not respawn. Except for the bossses of course. And with no way to
dodge attacks other then just... moving slowly... bosses can be somewhat annoying to a degree. As like I said before, you need to
move towards an enemy to attack them, and cannot attack while dodging in pretty much any way.

The incredibly simple and obvious mobile port type gameplay is not something that can be overlooked, and leaves this as a very
boring and occasionally frusterating game. It's a shame really. I did not have high hopes for this, but it looked good from the
screenshots. It ends up being more of a chore than a fun game. If only it was a bit more complex, or at least made it fun to kill
things, this could have been good... but alas, it is not.

Want to keep updated on games I recommend? I'm a curator! Follow me here!
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Update: The developer has updated to game to address some of my concerns. That is *very cool*. 'Easy Mode' has been added,
which is still very hard.

RE: Unapproachable Controls: Slight turns are now possible, and a fun drifting mechanic has been implemented. This is a big
help.

RE: Powerups and road hazards look similar. Helpful icons have been added over power ups that help differentiate them from
hazaards.

RE: Death walls. The walls of the arena electrocute you, and cause damage to your car. A front end collision with a wall is
basically a death sentence. This is still a frustrating way to end a match.

Carsteroids is coming along well, but it still feels like an early access game. It's not quite fun yet, though it definitely has the
potential to get there.

I am giving this game a positive review based on my experience with the developer, and my confidence in the future of this
game.. Very simple game. Seems to consist of mostly score attack, you control an orb that can move around a sqaure playing
field, you can influence the colored dots that rotate around your orb but the control is impercise by design. Frankly I do not care
for it but it could be a short diversion for the right person who wants a chill out zen type game to play in short bursts.. Not a bad
resource management RTS game. Pretty simple stuff, basically just choosing which type of troops to put in the battlefield at any
time. Still well worth the few pence I paid for it.. \uc544...\uadf8\ub807\uad6c\ub098
\uc774\ub7f0\uac8c\uc7ac\ubbf8\uad6c\ub098...\uccb4\ud06c...\uc774\uac83\ub3c4\uccb4\ud06c. Beautiful and delicate art
style, lovely characters, intriguing story and great world building, can't wait to see what's next in chap 2.
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